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Tour Descriptions

Scheduling a Tour

Adult Studio

Art Happy Hour

Film & Video

First Friday

Lecture Series

M.A.D - Museum After Dark

Concert Series

Special Events

Travel Series

Last Thursday of Each Month (added screenings noted)
Free with Museum admission (unless otherwise noted)
The Museum features a selection of films about artists and the process of art, as well as innovative video made by artists
from an aesthetic, political or personal point of view. Video art and documentaries made by artists and taped interviews
with visual artists and critics are also presented.
Jan. 30
1 and 4 p.m. screenings
Tell Them Anything They Want: A Portrait of Maurice Sendak (40 min.)
In conjunction with the NBMAA&rsquo;s Maurice Sendak exhibition, the Museum presents the film Tell Them Anything
They Want: A Portrait of Maurice Sendak. Lance Bangs and Spike Jones co-direct this loving documentary which
portrays the honesty of Sendak&rsquo;s occasionally prickly attitude along with his peer-proclaimed genius with
comments from luminaries Meryl Streep, James Gandolfini, and the award-winning playwright Tony Kushner.
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Thursday, Feb. 20
5-7 p.m.
Extreme Animations 1 (95 min.)
The Connecticut Film Festival has assembled a delightful program of International short animations that will take you
from the sublime to the extreme. This 95 min. program will feature stop motion, claymation and computer generated
thought provoking moving images. Each short has its own personality and message that will inspire and haunt your
imagination.
Thursday, Feb. 27
5 p.m. screening only
Film on the Park Launch Party
Dear Governor Cuomo: New Yorkers Against Fracking in One Voice (75 min.)
Join National Geographic filmmaker Jon Bowermaster for an evening of film, music, and environmental education. Dear
Governor Cuomo explains the process of fracking in both a domestic and international sense, but focuses on the
violating environmental concerns of fracking within New York. The documentary, which features actor Mark Ruffalo,
educates viewers on the topic and urges a ban on fracking. Filmmaker Bowermaster will be available after the film for a
&ldquo;Q&A&rdquo; meet and greet. Michael Bick&rsquo;s Some Things Fishy Catering is sponsoring the reception.
This film and reception is the launch party for this new series, Film on the Park, which focuses on cinema choices made
by Connecticut Filmmakers.

Thursday, Mar. 20
5-7 p.m.
Tales from the Organ Trade (82 min.)
Film will be followed by a Q&A with acclaimed Director Ric Esther Bienstock
TALES FROM THE ORGAN TRADE is a gritty and unflinching descent into the shadowy world of black-market organ
trafficking: the street-level brokers, the rogue surgeons, the impoverished men and women who are willing to sacrifice a
slice of their own bodies for a quick payday, and the desperate patients who face the agonizing choice of obeying the law
or saving their lives.

With unprecedented access to all the players, the film explores the legal, moral and ethical issues involved in this
complex life and death drama. What would any of us do if put in the position of having to buy or sell an organ? For each
party, the stakes could not be higher.

This is not a black and white story of exploitation, but rather, a nuanced and complex story that compels you to explore
your own moral and ethical beliefs. This is a world where the villains often save lives and the medical establishment,
helpless, too often watches people die. Where the victims often walk away content and the buyers of organs - the
recipients - return home with a new lease on life.

From Manila to Istanbul, from Colorado to Kosovo, from Toronto to Tel Aviv, the film brings to the screen a compelling
cast whom fate has brought together where the gift of life meets the shadow of death. Watch the trailer here.

(source: talesfromtheorgantrade.com/synopsis)
Mar. 27
1 and 4 p.m. screenings
The Mystery of Eels (52 min.)
http://www.nbmaa.org
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Though it seems much of the natural world has been discovered and understood, there are a few great mysteries that
remain. Consider the eel: snakelike, slimy, with a row of jagged teeth. Aside from these fearsome qualities, we know little
about its life&mdash;where it goes, how it lives and how it dies. Hailed by poets as the "siren of the North Sea" and
"love's arrow on earth," this shadowy creature has fascinated researchers for centuries. James Prosek, artist, writer and
eminent naturalist, takes on the mystery of the eel, shedding light on the animal and the strange behavior it inspires in
those who seek to know it.
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